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ABSTRACT

The university of Economics Ho Chi Minh City (UEH) announces a number of criteria for
direct admission of high school pupils to UEH annually. This year, UEH offers 5 types of direct
admission which publicly available on UEH’s website https://tuyensinh.ueh.edu.vn/tintuc/2376 and in some local and national newspapers.
In the five types of direct admission, English is one of the UEH criteria used for its direct
admission. As the vice Dean of SFLE as well as the manager of SFLE English programs, I need
to search and select which International English certificates are internationally valid and
accepted worldwide. From that, we compare and find out their correlation among them in our
assessment.
INTRODUCTION
This year, UEH offers five types of University admission as follows:

Source: https://tuyensinhdaihoc.ueh.edu.vn/
In order to assist the Department of Training management and student affairs with the best correlation
table from numerous international English certificates commonly used for admission as promulgated by
Ministry of Education (MOE) and they are accepted globally.
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There are many international English certificates such as IELTS, TOEFL IBT, TOEFL CBT, TOEFL
ITP, TOEIC, ESOL Cambridge, CEFR, PTE, BULATS, BEC, Michigan …etc., each of which has
different purposes and high-school graduates would like to gain for their own future aims and uses.
However, UEH cannot select only ELTS as the unique criteria for the direct admission to UEH. So as to
avoid the limitation on the number of International English certificates, we have decided to choose five
more popular international English certificates for our English standards which are IELTS, TOEIC
(L+R), TOEFL IBT, ESOL Cambridge and PTE Academic. These certificates are favorable for high
school pupils.
FINDINGS & DISCUSSION
Although we have decided the above international English certificates, we could find out any English
Language Tests Equivalence Table for these certificates based on the Vietnamese National Framework
Reference of Vietnam.
Here are some test scores for the various exams compared to others, but they have based on CEFR
manipulated by MOE.
We have searched and studied some of them as follows:
1. The Cambridge English Scale
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https://www.cambridgeenglish.org/exams-and-tests/cambridge-english-scale/

2. IEFLTS, TOEFL, TOEIC and Cambridge English grades & Scales
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https://www.hanze.nl/eng/study-at-hanze/studying-at-hanze-uas/language-requirements
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3. Comparison chart of English certificates to European levels

http://www.higheredme.com/2017/04/11/guide-discover-english-certificates/
4. Comparison of CEF levels and scores for the various exams

http://oxford.edu.vn/goc-tieng-anh/kinh-nghiem-hoc-tieng-anh/bang-quy-doi-diem-chung-chi-quoc-tetoeic-toefl-ielts-665.html
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Based on many existing tables provided by some testing centres as well as other education consultancy
agencies, we have to study them and others on line so as to build our English language tests equivalence
table.
The English language Tests equivalence table of UEH can satisfy UEH requirements and the popularity
of English tests earned by High school pupils. This opens more options for high school graduates and
UEH.

CONCLUSIONS
We have come to a conclusion that this table just meets the existing requirement from the Department of
Training Management and Student Affairs when they give advice to high school graduates who would
like to decide to choose as their study destination. However, we need to conduct many surveys to know
more about the percentage of high school pupils to earn their international English certificates, which
certificates they are interested and why they choose them to gain. These open questions will be
answered in our next research studies.
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